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Abstract. We examine the satisficing respondent behavior and cognitive load of
the participants in particular web survey interfaces applying automatic forwarding
(AF) or manual forwarding (MF) in order to forward respondents to the next item.
We create a theoretical framework based on the Cognitive Load theory (CLT),
Cognitive Theory ofMultimedia Learning (CTML) and Survey Satisficing Theory
taken also into account the latest findings of cognitive neuroscience. We develop
a new method in order to measure satisficing responding in web surveys. We
argue that the cognitive response process in web surveys should be interpreted
starting at the level of sensory memory instead of at the level of working memory.
This approach allows researchers to analyze an accumulation of cognitive load
across the questionnaire based on observed or hypothesized eye-movements taken
into account the interface design of the web survey. We find MF reducing both
average item level response times as well as the standard deviation of item-level
response times. This suggests support for our hypothesis that the MF interface as
a more complex design including previous and next buttons increases satisficing
responding generating also the higher total cognitive load of respondents. The
findings reinforce the view in HCI that reducing the complexity of interfaces
and the presence of extraneous elements reduces cognitive load and facilitates
the concentration of cognitive resources on the task at hand. It should be noted
that the evidence is based on a relatively short survey among university students.
Replication in other settings is recommended.
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1 Introduction
The e-environment consists of various technologies, applications and functionalities like
web pages, web browsers, multimedia presentations andweb surveys, all of them involv-
ing human-computer interaction (HCI). In this article, we apply Cognitive Load theory
(CLT), Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) and Survey Satisficing The-
ory. CLT and CTML are widely applied in human computer interaction research when
Survey Satisficing theory is applied in web survey methodology, the field which has
much in common with human-computer interaction research. We create a theoretical
framework based on these theories taken also into account the latest findings of cogni-
tive neuroscience in order to understand human-computer interaction in a more coherent
way in order to apply this understanding in a particular web survey interface employing
automatic page forwarding. In addition, we develop a new method to measuring satis-
ficing responding in web surveys which we introduce in this article applying it in the
web survey data.
We investigate a particular functionality of web surveys, the page forwarding pro-
cedure and its implications for satisficing respondent behavior in an interaction of other
task completion elements. Web surveys are a widely-used data gathering method in
social science and market research representing an important advancement in the evo-
lution of self-administered questionnaires making large samples affordable to a wide
range of researchers (Tourangeau et al. 2013). However, the prevailing lack of national
e-mail registries appears as amajor challenge in applying web surveys as a scientific data
gathering method making it difficult to constitute a representative sample at the general
population level yet overcome by online panels and weighting/post-stratification meth-
ods (Callegaro et al. 2015). In addition, web surveys in particular have been found to
be subject to declining participation rates (Callegaro et al. 2015). This challenge has
been overcome by advanced invitation methods (Bandilla et al. 2012; Callegaro et al.
2015; Dillman 2019; Kaplowitz et al. 2012; Selkälä et al. 2019). It should also be noted
that a poor participation rate of any given survey data does not necessarily imply poor
statistical representativeness given that a nonresponse rate correlates only weakly with
a nonresponse bias (Davern 2013; Groves and Peytcheva 2008).
Computer and web-based survey technology has made possible question formats,
layouts and functionalities that would be impossible or difficult to implement using
traditional paper questionnaires. Interactivity is then a key element of web surveys,
unlike paper and pencil surveys (Couper 2008). One element of interactivity is automatic
forwarding, which advances respondents automatically to the next itemwithout the need
to click on a “next” button (as in manual forwarding). Another well-known example of
interactivity in web surveys is a drop-down question; a format which is impossible to
conduct as such on a paper and pencil survey.
In the perspective of a human-computer interaction, a major challenge becomes
how to manage a cognitive burden of the participants of any given task. This becomes
essential given that in most cases a poor task performance is found to occur due to an
excessive cognitive burden of the participants. One of the most influential theories to
understand the formation of a cognitive burden in different contexts is the cognitive
load theory (CLT) largely adopted in the field of human–computer interaction (HCI)
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(Hollender et al. 2010), in usability research (https://www.nngroup.com/articles/min
imize-cognitive-load/), in internet psychology (Sundar 2007), in the field of instruction
science (Clark and Mayer 2016), in the research of multimedia learning (Mayer and
Fiorella 2014) and in the web survey methodology.
Given that our aim in this study was not only to analyze how the individual questions
affect satisficing responding in different interfaces, automatically (AF) and manually
(MF) forwardedweb surveys but also to analyze how these interface features interactwith
the individual questions generating satisficing respondingwe argue that the conventional
approach to understand a cognitive survey response process (Tourangeau 1984; 2018)
is in this respect insufficient. This is due to the fact that the different versions of this
description start at the level of interpreting the meaning of each question or at the level
of comprehension. In both of these cases, the response process starts at the level of
working memory turned to be insufficient in terms of analyzing the interface features.
In order to understand the cognitive response process as a whole in web surveys the
process should be interpreted starting at the level of sensory memory (Mayer 2014). As
a cognitive response process starts at the level of sensory memory it occurs by selecting
appropriate elements into the workingmemory based on spatial orienting and attentional
capture in the preparation of eye movements further generating intrinsic or extraneous
load of respondents (Theeuwes 2014). In addition, we expect the total cognitive load of
respondents accumulating as responding proceeds across the questionnaire based on the
interaction of intrinsic and extraneous loads and the proactive nature of recall (Heideman
et al. 2018; Nobre and Stokes 2019).
2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Automatic Versus Manual Forwarding
Auto forwarding or automatic advance in web surveys is a functionality that can be
used when a question type has mutually exclusive answers (such as radio buttons) where
clicking on a radio button response, for example, takes the respondent directly to the
next page (question) without the need to click on a “next” button. Question types like
check-all-that-apply and open-ended questions cannot use automatic forwarding. The
main arguments in support of auto forwarding are that it (1) reduces respondent burden
(number of clicks) and (2) serves as a “forcing function,” requiring the selection of a
response to proceed (Selkälä and Couper 2018). With the recent rise in the proportion of
respondents completing web surveys on mobile devices (specifically smartphones; see
Couper et al. 2017) and the correspondingfinding that surveys completed on smartphones
take longer to complete than those completed on personal computers (PCs) (Couper and
Peterson 2016), researchers are trying to find ways to make such surveys more efficient,
especially for the sets of questions with similar response options (see de Bruijne et al.
2015; de Leeuw et al. 2012; Klausch et al. 2012).
As Selkälä and Couper (2018) have noted, while there have beenmany arguments for
and against auto forwarding, empirical research on the topic is scarce. In the first known
study to examining auto forwarding, Rivers (2006) reported significantly (p < .001)
fewer break offs in the AF (40.6%) than in the MF (49.4%) version. He also reported
significantly (p < .01) shorter completion times for the AF (median = 19.3 min) than
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the MF (median = 23.1 min) version and higher levels of user satisfaction with the AF
version (p < .001). Both of these results were found also in the Selkälä and Couper
study (2018). Hays et al. (2010) also found that the survey took about 50% longer
(p< .025) in the MF version: mean completion times were 9.1 min for AF and 13.5 min
for MF. Missing data, reliability, and mean scale scores were similar across the groups.
Somewhat similar findings were reached by Giroux et al. (2019) given that they did not
find significant differences in survey duration time, straight-lining, breakoff rates, or
item nonresponse (for mobile users) between the two experimental groups, but desktop
users without the automatic advancement feature had higher item nonresponse.
The research findings regarding item nondifferentiation1 also called straightlining
between auto and manual forwarding are not entirely consistent. Auto forwarding has
been shown to increase non-differentiation and primacy effect (Hammen 2010) but also
decreasing it in the case of particular horizontal scrolling matrix” (HSM) version (de
Leeuw et al. 2012) leading the authors considering findings as an evidence of deeper
processing in the AF version. On the other hand, automatic forwarding has been almost
consistently shown to decrease web survey completion times in comparison with manual
forwarding in theHays et al. (2010), Rivers (2006) andSelkälä andCouper (2018) studies
but not in the Giroux et al. (2019) study. When it comes to item level response times
Selkälä and Couper (2018) found AF respondents taking on average 0.4 s (p < .001)
longer to provide an initial answer to each item. They (2018, p. 11) argue this suggests
support for the hypothesis that by simplifying the response process, auto forwarding
allows the respondent to focus more fully on the item under consideration.
From the more specific perspective focusing on an opportunity to change an already
given answer auto forwarding and manual forwarding represent different solutions.
Respondents in the MF condition could change answers before proceeding, whereas AF
respondents would need to return to the item to make a change. Respondents can also
return to review previous items without making changes. Selkälä and Couper (2018)
found that MF respondents change responses significantly more on experimentally
manipulated items conveying a low information accessibility or a consistency require-
ment in comparison to corresponding neutral items in the control groups: 15.5% of the
respondents exposed to the low information accessibility version changed answers to this
item, compared with 3.3% for the control groups; similarly, 14.9% of those exposed to
the consistency requirement changed answers, compared to 2.9% for the control group.
They did not find such differences in the AF group; overall changes were very low (0.6%
to zero). Taking into account the response time findings that experimentally manipulated
items took longer to complete, Selkälä and Couper (2018) conclude that the questions
conveying low accessible information or consistency requirement increase cognitive
burden of respondents. To some extent, this leads respondents to revisit those items and
change their responses. However, no evidence was found to support their hypothesis that
respondents in the AF groups return more to experimentally manipulated items in order
to change their responses. Instead, they found higher rates of returns for bothMF and AF
groups to experimentally manipulated items and higher rates of changed answers to the
MF groups but not the AF groups. Giroux et al. (2019) found similar results given that
1 Item nondifferentiation is a response style where the answers to a battery of questions with the
same response options (e.g. a table or grid) are the same or very similar among each other.
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in their study respondents receiving the automatic advancement treatment on average
changed about 50% fewer answers across the survey instrument than those who did not
receive the automatic advancement design.
2.2 Cognitive Load Theory, Cognitive Response Process, and an Expected
Accumulation of Cognitive Load in the AF and MF Interfaces
Cognitive load theory (CLT) provides a theoretical framework addressing individual
information processing and learning (Paas and Sweller 2012). CLT is concerned with
the learning of complex cognitive tasks, in which learners are often overwhelmed by the
number of interactive information elements that need to be processed simultaneously
(Paas et al. 2010). CLT is based on the definition of different types of cognitive loads:
intrinsic, extraneous, and germane (Paas et al. 2003). Intrinsic load is the load caused by
the complexity of thematerials to be learned and therefore the complexity of the schemas
that must be acquired (Paas et al. 2010). Extraneous load is caused by inadequately
designed instructional procedures that interfere with schema acquisition. Germane load
is generated as a result of beneficial instructional design factors that support schema
creation, learning, instructional task performance, and transfer (Ayres and van Gog
2009; Hollender et al. 2010; Leppink et al. 2013; van Merrienboer et al. 2006; Paas et al.
2010).
CLT is based on understanding how these different types of loads interact with each
other in any learning process or a task completion process. An essential clarification in
this respect is offered by Paas et al. (2010). They argue that intrinsic load is dependent
upon element interactivity, the number of elements that need to be processed simulta-
neously by the learner. If element interactivity is high, learning becomes difficult and
WM-resource intensive [WM: working memory], whereas for low element interactivity
material, learning is easier, requiring fewer WM resources. They also argue (2010) that
when instructional material is poorly constructed, extraneous load is generated because
the learner is diverted away from schema acquisition and uses up preciousWM resources
by trying to deal with a suboptimal learning environment. Because intrinsic and extra-
neous cognitive load are additive, an increase in extraneous cognitive load reduces the
WM resources available to deal with intrinsic cognitive load and hence reduces germane
cognitive load. On the other hand, when intrinsic cognitive load is high, it becomes
important to decrease extraneous cognitive load; otherwise, the combination of both
might exceed the maximum cognitive capacity and thus prevent effective, or germane,
processing activities to occur.
In most cases when CLT is applied an analysis of a cognitive process is based on
intrinsic and extraneous types of loads. This is probably due to practical reasons given
that these concepts offer a necessary but also sufficient theoretical basis to understand
most of the cognitive processes. As discussed above, intrinsic elements refer to the task
completion elements that are essential to the task and cannot be separated of it with-
out jeopardizing the accomplishment of the task. In other words, they are necessary to
learn in terms of the task completion. On the other hand, the elements capable to gen-
erate extraneous load are in most cases irrelevant in terms of the task completion. They
consist of technical procedures or information which is redundant or overlapping with
the intrinsic information of the task. An excessive total cognitive load also understood
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as a working memory overload can occur either as a result of an interaction between
simultaneously occurring intrinsic elements or an interaction between intrinsic and extra-
neous elements. In a detail the relationship of intrinsic and extraneous loads should be
understood as follows. Because intrinsic and extraneous cognitive load are additive, an
increase in extraneous cognitive load reduces theworkingmemory resources available to
deal with intrinsic cognitive load (Paas et al. 2010). Therefore, if intrinsic load is high,
extraneous cognitive load must be lowered. Inversely, if intrinsic load is low, a high
extraneous cognitive load may not be harmful because the total cognitive load occurs
within working memory limits (van Merrienboer and Sweller 2005).
From the perspective of different memory types CLT focuses on an interaction
between working memory (WM) and long-term memory (LTM) which is the key to
understanding how learning takes place and how complex problems get solved (Ayres
2018). Like Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning, CLT argues that new informa-
tion needs to be first processed and integrated with prior knowledge in WM before it is
encoded in LTM as new knowledge (Ayres 2018). These theories also share an under-
standing that the role of participants in any type of task of Web should be understood as
the active participants rather than passive recipients of communication (Sundar 2007).
In web surveys this feature of the task completion environment is introduced as an
interactive principle (Couper 2008).
However, what differs between CLT and CTML from the perspective of memory
processes is that CLT focuses on interaction between working memory and long-term
memorywhenCTMLadditionally recognizes the importance of sensorymemory (Mayer
2014). The sensory memory operates at the level of spatial orienting and attentional cap-
ture that participate in the preparation of eyemovements, in turn responsible for cognitive
load formation (Mayer 2014; Theeuwes 2014). This process as a whole is concentrated
as a selection of relevant information transferred to working memory further organizing
it in order to create mental representations that are integrated with a prior knowledge of
long-term memory (Mayer and Moreno 2003). From this perspective learning or a task
completion based on any visual stimuli starts at the level of sensory memory proceeding
towards a working memory and long-term memory interaction enabling a deeper infor-
mation processing. Regarding the common descriptions of a cognitive survey response
process the organizing and integrating information processing levels are well repre-
sented, unlike the sensory memory level. We therefore suggest that these descriptions
should be completed by the selection process occurring at the level of sensory memory.
The widely applied description of a cognitive survey response process is as follows
(Tourangeau 1984, 2018):
1. Comprehension (interpreting the meaning of each question)
2. Retrieval (searching and retrieving information stored in memory)
3. Judgment and estimation (integrating the information into an opinion or judgment)
4. Reporting an answer (expressing this opinion appropriately).
A more recent description of the cognitive survey response process with the addition
of the level of sensory memory is as follows:
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1. Selection (transfer information from sensory memory to working memory based on
eye movements)
2. Comprehension (interpret the intended meaning of question)
3. Retrieval (retrieve relevant information from memory)
4. Judgment and estimation
5. Reporting an answer.
As a consequence of the addition introduced above, it becomes possible to analyze
theweb survey response process from the perspective inwhat extent the interface features
likely generate a cognitive load of the respondents as information is transferred from
sensory memory (SM) to working memory (WM). This framework turns out to be
beneficial given that inmost caseswhenweb survey responding is evaluated, the interface
features are excluded from the analysis, focusing instead on the cognitive response
process in terms of the substantive nature of individual questions.What is needed instead
when trying to understand the web survey response process from the perspective of
cognitive burden or cognitive load is to take into account the interface features together
with the individual questions.
With regard to the interaction between participants and an interface it has been found
that greater interactivity of users with a website engenders greater navigational - and
hence cognitive load on users (Sundar 2007). This relationship can also be expected to
occur in web surveys in a way that greater effort navigating through the web survey
interface increases the total cognitive load of the participants. In addition, an excessive
total cognitive load should be expected to occur either as a result of an interaction of
intrinsic elements or an interaction of intrinsic and extraneous elements.
A more elaborate view of how the navigation occurs on the interface can be reached
by using eye tracking method measuring the eye movements of the participants (Kim
et al. 2016; Krejtz et al. 2018; Zagermann et al. 2016). Eye-tracking can be used to
detect intrinsic as well as extraneous cognitive load (Makransky et al. 2019). An extra-
neous load is generated for instance, when two elements, both necessary for learning,
are located visually separated on the interface, making it difficult for the participants to
reach a coherent understanding about their interrelationship. In order to improve their
understanding, the participants are therefore forced to scan back and forth wasting pre-
cious cognitive processing capacity (Mayer 2017). This kind of interface design violates
a contiguity principle generating an extraneous sensory memory load further leading to
working memory overload (Clark and Mayer 2016; Makransky et al. 2019). The harm-
ful consequences of this design can be explained by the law of proximity referring to a
phenomenon fostering learning when related representations are spatially integrated or
close to each other (Beege et al. 2019; Clark and Mayer 2016). With regard to surveys
is shown that when items are presented in proximity to each other, the likelihood for an
assimilation effect increases (Couper et al. 2001; Tourangeau et al. 2013). The reason for
this lies in the law of proximity, which causes items to be perceived as a group (Toepoel
et al. 2009).
In a typical situation when CLT is applied to an evaluation of usability of any given
interface the interface elements affecting usability remain as permanent across the task
completion. This is the case for instance regarding navigation through an ordinary web
page not including any interactive elements. However, when CLT is applied to the web
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survey response process its role should be understood differently. What makes the web
survey task completion process different is the repetition. In the web survey response
process the same type of intrinsic-, and extraneous elements repeatedly follow each
other instead of occurring once. Taken into account the particular nature of a web survey
responding process,we expect the total cognitive load to be generated across the response
process based on the permanent elements of the process like interface features and non-
permanent elements like individual questions and their interaction. We also expect the
total cognitive load of respondents accumulating across the responding occurring at the
highest level at the end of the questionnaire assuming that the capacity of individual web
survey questions to generate a cognitive load of respondents remains somewhat equal
across the survey. The cognitive load accumulation is recognized in CLT and measured
by subjective measures like rating scales as well as objective measures like the amount
of time the learner spends on completing the task or navigation behavior (Antonenko
and Keil 2018).
Given that we were not able to use an eye tracking method we nevertheless offer a
hypothesis with regard to the eye movements on the studied interfaces AF and MF. The
hypothetical framework regarding eye movements makes it possible to understand how
the studied interface features contribute and interact in the formation of different types
of cognitive loads during the response process. It should be noted that the respondents in
both studies were encouraged to use PCs or tablets but were not prevented from using a
smartphone. Despite this opportunity, only 16% of the respondents completed the survey
using a smartphone (Selkälä and Couper 2018). Thus, although the interfaces for PC
and smartphone respondents differ considerably (Appendix 2) we find the proportion of
smartphone respondents so low that we do not expect it to affect the results.
The expected eye movements on a manually forwarded interface are illustrated in
Fig. 1.Given that the interface in both versions (AF/MF) is divided in twoparts, on the left
side of the screen appears the list of the itemswhen on the right side of the screen appears
the particular question and the response options of it. As the response has been given to
the particular question the next question on the list is activatedwith a shaded background.
At the same time, it appears visible on the right side of the screen. It should be noted as
well that the individual items are shared into groups. The headline of the question group
appears visible on the left side of the screen when the items within it appear visible
below of the headline. We expect the eye movements occurring in the response process
as follows. Firstly (1) respondents are likely to focus on the relationship of the headline
of a question group and the first item within it. Secondly (2) we expect them to focus
on the relationship of the headline of a question group and the headline of the first item
on the right side of the screen. Thirdly (2.b) we expect the respondents focusing on the
relationship of the headline of the first item on the right side of the screen and other items
on the item list. We expect these particular eye movements to generate lower cognitive
load than other expected eye movements given that their intention is more to become
aware of the task completion elements as a whole than focus on the particular question
under the consideration. We expect the third (3) particular eye movements occurring
between the headline of the first item on the right side of the screen and the response
options below of it. In the automatically forwarded interface (AF) we do not expect any
other notable eye movements to occur but in the manually forwarded version (MF) we
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expect the fourth (4) major eye movement to occur between the response options of
the responded question and previous and next buttons below them. We expect the first,
second and the third eye movements generating intrinsic load in both of the versions. In
addition we expect the fourth (4) eye movements in manually forwarded (MF) version
generating extraneous load.
Fig. 1. The expected eye movements on manually forwarded interface.
In addition to permanent interface features discussed above the repetition of individ-
ual questions should take into account in order to understand how a cognitive load accu-
mulates in detail in the AF and MF conditions. As illustrated in the popular descriptions
of the cognitive response process (Tourangeau 1984, 2018) the retrieval is an essential
part of responding to individual questions. However, this part of the response process
should be understood differently when trying to achieve a coherent understanding about
an accumulation of cognitive load in terms of the individual questions and the interface
as a whole. The recent findings from the field of neuroscience show that recall cannot be
considered just as a passive operation to retrieve something from the long-termmemory.
It should instead be considered as an active process especially in terms of anticipating
upcoming events.
An increasing variety of experimental approaches is being used to explore how
long-term memory (LTM) content is used proactively to guide adaptive behavior. The
approaches share the notion that the brain uses LTM information constantly, proactively,
and predictively (Nobre and Stokes 2019). Information in working memory has been
considered the major source of top-down proactive attention. Even before the target
stimuli appear, these memory traces influence the pattern of brain activity in a proac-
tive fashion to facilitate the processing of signals associated with likely relevant items
(Chelazzi et al. 1993; Kastner et al. 1999; Stokes et al. 2009). In addition, a recent neu-
rophysiological study of sequential learning in a serial response task has also revealed
a proactive anticipation of upcoming stimuli and associated responses based on learned
spatiotemporal expectations (Heideman et al. 2018; Nobre and Stokes 2019).
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These findings receive support from the survey satisficing studies showing that sat-
isficing respondent behavior and straightlining occur more likely towards the end of the
questionnaire than toward the beginning (Knowles 1988; Krosnick and Alwin 1988).
When the retrieval process is understood in a proactive fashion as discussed above, antic-
ipating the upcoming stimuli, it becomes easier to understand why satisficing respondent
behavior becomes more likely towards the end of the questionnaire. When the respon-
dent retrieves an activatedmaterial from long termmemory integrating it with themental
representation based on the present question the invested cognitive effort depends also on
other sources to increase total cognitive load. These sources generate intrinsic or extra-
neous load, or the load based on their interaction. The anticipatory nature of retrieval can
explain why respondents tend to relieve excessive load through satisficing in repetitive
tasks like web surveys. It can be expected to occur when the repetitive task includes
certain permanent interface elements increasing the extraneous load on the respondents.
This is the case in the manually forwarded interface. Under these circumstances, the
respondents can easily anticipate the burdening nature of the upcoming task and adjust
the invested cognitive effort across the individual items (seeHeideman et al. 2018; Nobre
and Stokes 2019). A crucial part of this process in theMF interface generating extraneous
load is the selection between the previous and next buttons illustrated in Fig. 2.
As a consequence of an interaction between the individual questions and the MF
mechanism we expect a total cognitive load of respondents accumulating and turning
excessive as individual items follow each other. The excessive load is then relieved
through satisficing. Inversely arguing, if we expect the accumulation of total cognitive
load not occurring, we shouldn’t be able to observe an increased satisficing towards the
end of the questionnaire. In this case, each load in relation with the individual items
should completely be relieved after giving a response. What follows is that in this case
a respondent should be able to start a response process on each question without an
accumulated load originated from previous questions. Given that the empirical findings
and theoretical reasoning discussed above suggest otherwise we accept the accumulation
hypothesis.
2.3 Survey Satisficing and Response Time Based Measurements
Krosnick’s survey satisficing theory (Krosnick 1991, 1999) is probably the most influ-
ential theory regarding satisficing respondent behavior in surveys. It is based on
Tourangeau’s (1984) description of the cognitive process taken place in survey respond-
ing borrowing also fromSimon’s (1957)more general theory of decision-making. Survey
satisficing occurs when instead of investing a sufficient effort to respond thoughtfully
or optimally respondents take shortcuts in order to minimize cognitive effort (Kim et al.
2019; de Rada and Dominguez-Alvarez 2014; Zhang and Conrad 2018). It is this resort
to a satisfactory rather than an optimal decision strategy that gives satisficing theory its
name (Hamby and Taylor 2016).
Krosnick introduced the idea of “weak” and “strong” forms of satisficing. Weak
satisficing occurs when the four cognitive stages of survey responding—comprehension,
recall, retrieval, and judgment (Cannell et al. 1981; Tourangeau et al. 2000; Tourangeau
2018) are undertaken but less thoroughly than they might be. Strong satisficing occurs
when one or more of these stages are skipped entirely. Examples of weak satisficing are
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Fig. 2. The hypothesized process selecting between previous and next buttons in theMF interface.
acquiescence, where respondents show a tendency to agree with statements in attitude
questions, selecting the midpoint on opinion questions with odd numbers of response
options, and selecting the first reasonable option from a list rather than considering all
options and selecting the most appropriate (Krosnick and Alwin 1987). The strong form
of satisficing occurs for instancewhen respondents select “Don’t Know”when they could
provide a substantive answer, when they select a substantive response option randomly
or when they do not differentiate their responses on a battery of scale items (Hamby and
Taylor 2016; Lipps 2007; Kaminska et al. 2011; Vannette and Krosnick 2014).
Non-differentiation—in other words, straightlining—a tendency to give the same
answers across several items is a widely applied satisficing measure in survey method-
ology. It can be detected by Cronbach alpha, simple nondifferentiation, mean root of
pairs, maximum identical rating, standard deviation of battery and scale point variation
(Kim et al. 2019). Non-differentiation is more common among respondents with less
education and low verbal ability and it is more common toward the end of a questionnaire
than toward the beginning (Krosnick and Alwin 1988; Vannette and Krosnick 2014).
Survey satisficing is often suggested as occurring as a consequence of an exces-
sive cognitive burden on respondents. Following this hypothesis Vannette and Krosnick
(2014) suggest that in order to minimize the likelihood of satisficing, questionnaire
designers should take steps to maximize respondent motivation and minimize task dif-
ficulty. This can be reached by making it easy for respondents to interpret questions, to
retrieve information from memory, to integrate the information into a judgment, and to
report the judgment (Vannette and Krosnick 2014). Regarding to measure the cognitive
burden of respondents, response times are widely applied (Zhang and Conrad 2014).
Their popularity in this respect is based on the assumption that if a survey question is in
some way difficult or complex, it takes more time to answer due to greater thought and
attention to determine a response (Turner et al. 2015).
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In terms of satisficing, shorter item-level response times have been suggested to
indicate sub-optimal responding or satisficing (Di et al. 2016; Zhang and Conrad 2014;
Conrad et al. 2017). Zhang and Conrad (2014) showed that straightlining is significantly
associated with speeding, a tendency to answer faster than is necessary in order to offer a
response processed at least at the minimum level of cognitive effort. The findings of Cal-
legaro et al. (2009) suggest support for these findings given that in their study the partici-
pants (job applicants)who inherentlywere expected holding strongermotivation towards
the task, spentmore time to accomplish the task than their counterparts, the lessmotivated
participants. Thus, faster task accomplishment indicates satisficing task performance in
their study as well. However, regarding the response time based satisficing measure-
ments, Turner, Sturgis, and Martin (Turner et al. 2015) found the opposite results given
that a higher proportion of “Don’t Know” answers and a tendency for rounding—typical
satisficing measures—were associated with longer response latencies.
Using response latencies as a satisficing measure is not unproblematic given that
the item level response times do not vary just because of the motivation and ability of
respondents (Krosnick 1991; Vannette and Krosnick 2014) but other individual level
factors as well. One of these factors is related with the information accessibility of
respondents. It is well known that respondents with strong attitudes tend to offer their
initial answer faster in attitude questions compared with their counterparts with less
strongly attitudes (Fazio 1990). Regarding these respondents, shorter item level response
times do not indicate satisficing but a tendency to answer faster due to more easily
accessible information in their working memory. On the other hand when a question is
complex and relevant information more difficult to recall, answering takes longer due to
a greater attention and a cognitive process to formulate an answer (Turner et al. 2015;
Yan and Tourangeau 2008). It is also well known that satisficing respondent behavior
becomes more prevalent as responding proceeds towards the end of the questionnaire
(Vannette and Krosnick 2014). What follows is that the item level response times should
be decreased correspondingly towards the end of the questionnaire if shorter item-level
response times are interpreted to indicate satisficing responding. On the other hand, as
the responding proceeds towards the end of the questionnaire respondents become more
fatigued due to accumulated cognitive burden. This should be detected as longer item
level response times in case an appropriate amount of cognitive effort is invested in each
item. However, when the respondents take shortcuts (satisficing) the item level response
times should to decrease instead.
As discussed above, applying item level response times as a measure of satisficing
is not as straightforward as suggested in the previous literature. This is mainly due to
various factors affecting item level response times including individual level factors like
motivation and ability or an information accessibility but also questionnaire level factors
like a length of the questionnaire, an interface design in web surveys as well as question
level factors like a substantial complexity of survey questions. It seems obvious that the
interrelationship of these different sources affecting item level response times requires
a clarification.
As the traditional survey satisficing theory is extended by the cognitive load theory,
the interrelationship of its core elements; respondent ability, respondent motivation and
task difficulty can be understood in a more advanced fashion. The starting point to
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understand the relationship of these factors with an understanding how the cognitive
load is generated is to realize that in case when the task difficulty is increased to a very
high level generating correspondingly high cognitive load, the respondents inherently
susceptible to satisficing respondent behavior tend to relieve an excessive load through
satisficing. According to survey satisficing theory, these respondents are more likely
less educated (individuals with lower abilities) and less motivated in comparison with
their counterparts. At a more detailed level, the satisficing can be expected to occur
more frequently in relation with more complex and cognitively demanding questions
given that despite whether satisficing occurs at the conscious or unconscious level of
responding it can be explained by an increased pressure to relieve an excessive cognitive
load through it. This becomes most effectively executed regarding the most demanding
questions generating the highest cognitive load because by taking shortcuts (skipping
the entire stages of a response process) with regard to these questions the highest amount
of excessive load can be relieved with minimum effort.
Regarding the less demanding questions in the survey, the satisficers can either be
expected to follow the similar satisficing pattern thanwith themore complex questions or
invest their major cognitive capacity in order to respond to these questions in particular.
The latter option becomes more likely when the satisficers are truly less motivated
individuals with lower abilities as the survey satisficing theory claims given that these
types of individuals probably find the easiest questions the most convenient to answer.
It should also be noted that from the perspective of an accumulation of cognitive load
across the survey the lessmotivated respondents with lower abilities should become even
more susceptible to satisficing respondent behavior towards the end of the questionnaire.
Consequently, this tendency becomes even stronger when the individual questions are
substantially complex or the web survey interface elements increase an extraneous load
of the participants.
Table 1. The examples of satisficing responding patterns on item level response times.





5   - 
6 + 
Note. The direction of arrow represents an expected change in direction of item item level response
time. The size of the arrow represents an expected change in the magnitude of the item level
response time.
As a result of an extension of survey satisficing theory discussed above at least three
satisficing responding patterns can be expected to occur under cognitively burdening
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circumstances (Table 1).As expected in the traditional survey literature, shorter item level
response times could occur evenly spread across the survey items as a consequence of
increased satisficing responding.This satisficingpattern results shorter average item level
response times given that all or most of the individual response latencies occur shorter
in comparison with less burdening situation generating weaker satisficing respondent
behavior. In Table 1 columnA represents this satisficing responding pattern. However, as
discussed above it is actually more likely that satisficers do not invest less response time
consistently in each item across the survey but vary their responding pattern item by item.
This becomes likely in particularwhen there are different types of questions on the survey
in terms of their tendency to increase a cognitive load of respondents. The columns B and
C represent these satisficing patterns. In both of these cases satisficers invest their major
cognitive capacity to focusmore carefully on cognitively less demanding questions. As a
result, the item level response times do not decrease evenly across the items but decrease
in terms of cognitively demanding questions and increase in terms of cognitively less
demanding questions. As a result, the difference in average item level response times
between satisficers and non-satisficers diminishes andmay even disappear with regard to
certain question combinations. However, what remains is converging item level response
times in each of the illustrated satisficing responding patterns A, B and C. Thus, even
though the difference in average item level response times cannot be treated as a reliable
satisficingmeasure, the variation of item level response times appears to be reliable given
that in all of the illustrated cases it would decrease. This makes the standard deviation
(SD) of item level response times a more prominent measure of satisficing when an
average item level response times should be treated as a secondary, a complementary
measure of satisficing.
3 Subjects
In the first study (the University of Lapland, Finland) 3,023 undergraduate students were
randomly assigned to six independent experimental conditions. This survey was fielded
from October 7 to October 28, 2015. In the second study (the Lapland University of
Applied Sciences) 5,004 undergraduate students were randomly assigned to six inde-
pendent conditions following the same procedures as Study 1. This survey was fielded
from April 18 to May 8, 2016. Respondents in both studies were encouraged to use PCs
or tablets, but were not prevented from using a smartphone. The breakoffs and response
rates of the aggregated data of two samples are shown in Appendix 3. The final data
was applied in the present study in combining the automatically forwarded (AF) and
manually forwarded (MF) groups resulting in two groups; AF (n = 863) and MF (n =
900).
4 Method
4.1 Measuring Response Times
Both client-side and server-side paradatawere captured, and response timewasmeasured
at both the respondent (survey) level and the item level (Yan and Olson 2013). The total
response time (TRT) for a survey for a particular respondent was calculated by taking
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the difference between the first and last time stamps in the survey. Item-level response
times were also calculated as the difference between mouse clicks on two radio
buttons or between the mouse clicks of the forward/backward button and a radio
button. This is a measure of the time to select an initial response for an item after
a page has loaded. It does not include the time following this selection (i.e., the time
taken to change an answer or to click the next button in the MF version).
In order to avoid the drawbacks in measuring satisficing and to develop a method-
ological solution taking into account the individual-level influence we use a standard
deviation (SD) of item-level response times (calculated within the individuals) as a mea-
sure of satisficing. We interpret a decreased standard deviation of item-level response
times indicating increased satisficing. This becomes intelligible when realizing that sub-
stantially different items require different amount of cognitive effort to become compre-
hended, the necessary information retrieved, an appropriate judgment completed, and
a response given. As the standard deviation of item-level response times decreases, it
reveals respondents investing response time in amore similar fashion in different types of
items. This suggests an increased total cognitive load occurring across the items further
relieved through satisficing responding. Empirically it can be recognized as a decreased
standard deviation. Given that as we expect the MF to be associated with a more cog-
nitively burdening procedure due to the previous and next buttons, we should observe
lower SD in the MF group in comparison with the AF group.
However, because the standard deviation of item level response times is affected by an
individual tendency to respond slower or faster (respondent baseline speed), we took an
average item level response times of individuals account within the examined question
batteries as a nuisance variable. In other words, the individual tendency to respond
slower or faster was removed from the estimate of standard deviation by modelling it
as an independent variable. Given that the original relationship of an average response
speed of individuals and the SD appeared to be curvilinear in order to take this into
account we were able to achieve more accurate estimates as well as compare the three
question batteries including different types of items.
We applied the standard deviation (SD) of item-level response times as a measure of
satisficing in several log-linear regression models. The approach was conducted within
three question batteries separately including the items varying in their expected tendency
to increase intrinsic cognitive load. In order to control the confounded influence of aver-
age respondent-level response speed on SD we added it in the models as an explanatory
variable with the dummy variable “AF/MF”. To make the explanatory variables uncor-
related we group-mean centered the values of the average respondent-level response
speed within the AF/MF groups (see Bell et al. 2018; Dalal and Zickar 2012; Enders
and Tofighi 2007; Paccagnella 2006). We excluded individuals from the analysis whose
average item-level response times exceeded an upper outer fence in the boxplot2. The
model is:
logY = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ε
2 When answering web surveys some respondents leave a question “open” for a long time because
they interrupt answering the survey due to a variety of reasons.On that specific screen or question,
the time latency is very high and therefore such cases need to be excluded from the analysis.
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Y = The log of standard deviation of item-level response times
X1 = An average respondent-level response speed based on item-level response times
X2 = AF/MF.
5 Results
The examination of the first question battery (4 items) revealed (Table 2) that one unit
change in the “AF/MF” - variable (X2) is associated with a 16% decrease (p < 0.001)
in the expected geometric mean of the SD indicating that we expect to see about a 16%
decrease in the geometric mean of the standard deviation of item-level response times
for the MF group (n= 863) compared with the AF group (n= 846). The corresponding
decrease regarding the second question battery (9 items; AF, n= 855; MF, n= 881) was
1% (non-significant) when for the third battery (4 items; AF, n = 842; MF, n = 873), it
was 6% (non-significant; p= 0.108). A one-unit change in an average respondent-level
response speed (X1) was associated with 0.02% to 0.03% increase in SD in all three
question batteries.
Table 2. An average respondent-level response speed and AF/MF associated with log of standard
deviation of item-level response times.
β Exp.β 95% Cl p
Items 2–5
RT 0.00026 1.00 1.00–1.00 <0.001
AF/MF – 0.17439 0.84 0.78–0.91 <0.001
Items 6–14
RT 0.00022 1.00 1.00–1.00 <0.001
AF/MF – 0.01189 0.99 0.94–1.04 n.s
Items 15–18
RT 0.00015 1.00 1.00–1.00 <0.001
AF/MF – 0.06626 0.94 0.86–1.02 n.s
Note. RT=An average respondent-level response
time. Exp.β - exponentiated coefficient represents
the ratio of expected geometric mean difference
in the standard deviation of item-level response
times for a 1-unit change in an explanatory factor.
Maximum likelihood estimation.
The results are consistent with the theoretical expectations given that the largest dif-
ference (16%) in the expected geometricmean of SDbetween theAF andMFgroupswas
found in the first question battery (items 2–5) including the most demanding questions.
The second largest difference (6%) was found in the third question battery (items 15–
18), including cognitively demanding attitude questions. The smallest (non-significant)
difference (1%) was found in the second question battery (items 6–14), including the
easiest items to answer; the mood items. The direction of the observed effects occurs
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as expected, suggesting support for the hypothesis that as the total cognitive load of
respondents increases, the standard deviation of item-level response times decreases.
Additionally, the results suggest indirect support for the hypothesized eye-movements
in the examined interfaces given that in the MF group a number of hypothesized eye-
movements to navigate through the interface is bigger (4) than in the AF group (3) due
to the previous and next buttons (Fig. 1). As a result, the total cognitive load of manually
forwarded respondents tends to exceed their working memory capacity especially when
the content of the questions (the first and third question batteries) with the required
eye movements to navigate through the interface generates a high intrinsic load. In an
interaction with a generated extraneous load due to the previous and next buttons the
total cognitive load of respondents in the MF condition increases to a very high level
exceeding their working memory capacity. As a consequence, the respondents relieve
the excessive load through satisficing responding which was detected by a decreased
standard deviation of item level response times.
In the second question battery, the total cognitive load of respondents is smaller
due to the content of items. What follows is that the working memory capacity is not
exceeded even in the MF group despite the extraneous load generated by the previous
and next buttons. Empirically this was observed as a very small difference in standard
deviation between the AF and MF groups. One should note however that this finding
indicates nothing with regard to the overall level of satisficing across the mood items. It
reveals only that the generated cognitive load of the respondents between the AF andMF
groups does not differ from enough in order to lead the second of the groups relieving
it through satisficing respondent behavior.
Despite the fact that satisficing respondent behavior is in other studies found to
occur more frequently towards the end of the questionnaire we did not find support for
these findings regarding the standard deviation. Despite the burdening content of the
questions in the third response battery, the decrease in standard deviation was smaller in
theMFgroup (6%) than corresponding difference in the first question battery (16%).One
possible explanation for this is that the questionnairewas quite short, and the respondents
were university students with high cognitive skills.
On the other hand, the differences between the average item-level response times
in the AF and MF groups (Table 3) support the previous findings of the satisficing
occurrence towards the end of the questionnaire given that the differences in average
item-level response times between the AF and MF groups occurred the smallest in the
first question battery, the second largest in the second question battery and the largest
in the third question battery. The corresponding decrease in percentages in MF group
compared with AF group were in the first question battery 4.2%, in the second question
battery 5.9% and in the third question battery 7.3%. This suggests the likelihood of
satisficing responding increasing in MF group towards the end of the questionnaire if
the difference in average item-level response times in comparison with AF group is
considered as a measure of satisficing.
6 Conclusion
In the perspective of a human-computer interaction, a major challenge becomes how to
manage a cognitive burden of the participants which is also interpreted as increasing
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Table 3. The differences in average item-level response times between the AF and MF groups in
milliseconds.
AF MF AF −MF t p
Items
2–5
3885 3720 165 1.932 <0.05
Items
6–14
4509 4241 268 3.801 <0.001
Items
15–18
6827 6328 499 3.855 <0.001
Note. The mean values are the average item-level
response times calculated separately within the three
question batteries based on the combined 3 groups
allocated to AF and the three groups allocated to MF.
Extreme outliers excluded based on Tukey’s method.
One-tailed t-tests, equal variances not assumed.
satisficing in the survey literature. In order to estimate satisficing between the different
types of interfaces (AF/MF)we take into account that satisficers do not necessarily invest
response time consistently in each item across the survey. Consequently, we introduce a
more elaborated method, the standard deviation of item level response times, to measure
satisficing and estimate the amount of total cognitive load of respondents.
We find support for our hypothesis that theMF version increases satisficing respond-
ing given that MF reduces both average item level response times as well as the standard
deviation of item-level response times. This suggests support also for the hypothesis
that the MF generates higher total cognitive load of respondents due to a more complex
interface design. On the other hand, AF has shown to reduce completion times across
the whole questionnaire (Selkälä and Couper 2018). This is consistent with our findings
given that a shorter completion time allows the respondent to focus on individual items
more carefully which is observed as a longer average item level response times. The
findings reinforce the view in HCI that reducing the complexity of interfaces and the
presence of extraneous elements reduces cognitive load and facilitates the concentration
of cognitive resources on the task at hand.
To test these ideas further, we need longer questionnaires to detect fatigue effects
towards the end of the questionnaire. We also need questions with varying levels of
cognitive effort. We also need eye-tracking studies to determine the effect of the back
and the next button on cognitive load. In addition, should be noted that the evidence is
based on a relatively short survey among university students. Replication in other settings
is recommended. We caution that this applies primarily to highly repetitive tasks, such
as answering a series of questions using the same response format (as is often the case
in the batteries of psychological measures). The effect may be different in surveys that
vary the format and content of items. In other words, AF may be suitable for some types
of survey questionnaires, but maybe not others. Further research is needed to figure out
under what survey conditions AF is optimal.
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Appendix 1. The Questionnaires of the Experiment
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Appendix 2. Screen Shots of ZEF Interface
a. Manually forwarded ZEF survey on PC.
b. Automatically forwarded ZEF survey on PC.
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c. Manually forwarded ZEF survey on smartphone.
d. Automatically forwarded ZEF survey on smartphone.
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Appendix 3. Experimental Design of the Original Study
(Selkälä and Couper 2018)
Note. MF = Manual forwarding; AF = automatic forwarding; IA = information
accessibility; CR = consistency requirement. The response rates are calculated by fol-
lowing the RR2 standard definition (AAPOR 2008, pp. 34, 48; Bethlehem and Biffig-
nandi 2011, 439). The breakoff rates are calculated by the QBR definition (Callegaro
et al. 2015) representing the combined proportion of breakoffs and partially completed
questionnaires of all respondents starting the questionnaire.
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